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ABSTRACT 

In the business intelligence area there is a need for multidimensional data analysis which makes it fast 

and interactive. Data warehousing and online analytical processing policies have come in existence 

for this purpose, in which the data may see as a Multi-dimensional data cube, which allows interactive 

and different ways of analysis of data at different levels and displayed in image form so that calculating 

the data cube efficiently is great and significance greatly reduces the response time of the entire 

system. There are various basis to do this but widely used map-reduction algorithms, are effective data 

cube calculation procedures that utilize parallel systems for faster computation but their basic 

drawback is they are tied to the system's hardware environment and fail to be efficient on a single 

thread system, so we introduce the lowest first method, which is a sequential algorithm, which works 

efficiently in a single thread environment and performs data cube calculations in linear time this is 

possible for each query, without the need for complex systems such as distributed clusters by focusing 

on intermediate cuboids and better calculating their values as opposed to  

Result: MR-cube policies based on dividing search space into batch areas may fail to lead to the proper 

division of work and sub-optimal results when executed sequentially. It took only 168.23 milliseconds 

to generate the total cuboid presented in this research work enabled by the non-heuristic nature of the 

lowest-first approach making it outperform other optimizers. 

Conclusion: The preprocessing time complexity of the algorithm is O(nlogn) and query time 

complexity is O(n) which gives the best path of computing a cuboid starting from base cuboid 

representing data cube and for the preprocessing it may extended its use cases to bulk path finding 

queries over the prescribes data warehouse where q >> log(n). 
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                  INTRODUCTION 

Data warehouse (DW) is used for the repository 

that assembles data from various heterogeneous 

origins, handles it for efficient and effective 

retrieval, storage, and provides it to multiple 

consumers for business intelligence requirements 

[37]. Data Warehousing emerges as an 

alternative to address different data quality 

 concerns for supporting decision-main processes 

in a given subject (being time-variant but not 

volatile), and the information that is stored is a 

multidimensional model [12]. They are of two 

types DW and data mart. While DW is the place 

where information from various destination 

materializes.  
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These are online analytical processing (OLAP) 

tools for analyzing that is highly interactive for 

multidimensional data[16]. OLAP is one of those 

technologies that analyze and evaluate data from 

the data warehouse. In OLAP, data is 

characterized by measurements. One major 

consistent structured data is the data cube, used 

to refer to multi-dimensional aggregation in data 

warehouse environments. Data cube represents 

to the three dimensional values used to visualize 

data from multidimensional models from which 

data is computed according to requirement and 

saved. The cuboid i.e. data cube used is identified 

by majorly two components, facts (quantitative) 

and dimensions (qualitative) [17]. Organization 

stores its records by the measure attribute which 

is mostly represented by numerical value. In a 

data warehouse system, response time of given 

query mainly based on the systematic and 

effective calculation of the given data cube [18]. 

Although, generating a data cube takes time and 

memory[38][39]. 

Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 

presents the state of the art approach to cube 

computation and its limitations. Section 4, 

presents the proposed approach Lowest First and 

its advantages over state of the art along with a 

mathematical proof to its validity, algorithm itself 

and implementation. Section 5 then gives 

experimental results and a comparison between 

both the approaches, last section is for 

conclusion. 

 

BACKGROUND 

Most prevalent study on the problem of 

computing and selection of data cube is Map 

Reduce based MR Cube approach that reduces 

the Data Cube computation process as a variant 

of map reduce and defines map steps and reduce 

steps [22]. [Mark] first proposed the concept of 

Mr. Cube and since then many variants of it have 

been designed and developed namely [33]. Other 

works include Bottom-up Cubing Algorithm 

(BUC) method. BUC method compute cube 

according to bottom-up from the most 

aggregated cuboids to least aggregated. In the 

paper [32] author theorized an algorithm known 

as greedy which finds the right ideas to 

implement, subject to various barriers to 

selection. There is an efficiency problem, the 

solution for this is given by the author in [33]. 

PBS (select by size), its function is proposed to 

select the cube in respect of the cube size. H. 

Gupta et al. [36] proposed a multidimensional 

greedy heuristic structure and view (each scene 

has a unique evaluation) Graf. Shukla et al. [34] 

considering the view selection problem for the 

multi-cube data model, Simple Local, Simple 

Global and Complex Global, three different 

algorithms have been proposed for selecting 

aggregates from the Multi-Cube schema. The 

heuristic algorithm was proposed by researchers 

[35], to identify a group of materialized views 

which is depend on the concept of reusing 

temporary results by implementing major 

questions with the support of the Multiple View 

Processing Plan [24]. For the particular case of 

OR View Graph, researcher [34] proposed an 

approximate algorithm which was developed. To 

prove that the materialist approach is systematic 

and effective, in comparison with the researcher 

[35] a genetic algorithm was used. W. Yang [7] 

greedily proposed a genetic algorithm to repair a 

set of physical cubes and identified that this 

solution could greatly reduce the amount of 

Curie maintenance as well as the cost of cube 

maintenance. M.P. Deshpande [6] proposed a 

sorting-based algorithm for cube computing that 

overlaps various group-activity calculations, 

using minimal memory for each calculation of 

the cube in the cube's network. Lavanova and R. 

Boris [9] created a data cube based on an object-

oriented conceptual model. S. Sen [3] offered a 

way to find the optimal routes in a cuboid lattice 

based on two major transactions roll-up and drill-

down to find convenient routes to travel between 

the data cubes. Number of authors is now 

focusing on developing effective algorithms for 

the exact cube [33]. 

 

Lowest First Approach 

Map-Reduce paradigm is generally meant to 

implemented over parallel and distributed 

systems [32] while majority of the algorithms 

ever implemented are single threaded even 

though they might be managed by operating 

systems that are multi-processing, yet 

instructions are executed in a linear order hence 

its most likely that with existing data 

warehousing systems a sequential algorithm is 

much easier to integrate and upgrade to 

compared to its MR Cube [32][27] counterparts 

without loss of generality and increased 

efficiency[32]. 

For Cube Computation we propose an algorithm 

named Lowest First which is a sequential 
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algorithm, previously the algorithms that have 

been developed for materialization were not 

targeted towards sequential execution but lowest 

first assumes sequential execution and is 

validated by a proof using mathematical 

induction that proves the algorithm is most 

efficient at computing materialization, that 

computes cube by exploiting and finding those 

intermediary cuboids that contain minimum rows 

with comparatively lower space and time 

complexities. As an example assume a cuboid 

have 4 dimensions named as (X, Y, Z, W) having 

values X=12, Y=22, C=7, D=17. To materialize 

data cube X have (X,Y,Z,W) dimensions then for 

pre materialization there are 2 options to do this: 

One way is by starting from (X, Y, Z, W) to (X, 

Y, Z) and further to (X.Y) and ultimately we 

reach (X). 

Second way may be to start from (X, Y, Z, W) to 

(X,Z,W) to (X,W) and finally to (X). 

In totality there will be 3C2*2C1 ways, All 

possible ways are tried to make a difference and 

find the better path but the proposed algorithm 

here will give the effective option by ordering 

and hashing the multiple of number of 

dimensions in each data cube which may not be 

needed to materialize in-between cuboids and 

give the effective path. First, here represented the 

path cost as equation by which as a criteria it may 

compare the efficiency of different options and 

further optimization can take place [23]. The 

equation contains the number of dimensions each 

in-between cuboid has and cardinality is the 

number of elements in the set containing all 

distinguishable values a dimension of data cube 

may has. For elaboration, above explained 

example of a cuboid with 4 dimensions (X, Y, Z, 

W) is used and try to find an better path starting 

from (X, Y, Z, W) to (X) by noticing this may 

say that the track will involve two intermediate 

cuboids having 3 and 2 dimensions(D) 

materializing both will result in our goal cuboid, 

and both in-between cuboids must have all 

dimensions present in the goal cuboid which is 

(X) in this case. 

c1c2c3+c4c5                         (i) 

here is the expression for the cost where c1, c2, 

c3 are the number of rows of the D available in 

in-between cuboid having 3 D and c4, c5 are the 

number of rows of D exist in intermediate cuboid 

having 2 D. It is verified that c4, c5 must be 

present in c1, c2, c3 so for easiness here assume 

c1=c4 and c2=c5 so that the equation becomes 

c1c2c3+c1c2                            (ii) 

The goal dimension (X) must be available in both 

in-between cuboids hence it suppose c1 to be X 

and take it common, so equation then converted 

to 

X(c2c3 + c2)                                    (iii) 

 

FIGURE 1: Example of Optimal Mapping 

If we abstract away the materialization part from 

the approach discussed in this paper there has 

been substantial research work that has been 

done around mathematical optimizers [33] that 

can be used via interface to solve the problem of 

optimizing paths [34]. But a straight comparison 

can't be drawn between lowest approach and 

other optimizers [39] simply due to the fact that 

the development of lowest first was done by 

trying to optimize materialization and then 

backtracking to roots by formalizing the 

methodology [40]. There are limitations to the 

State of the Art methodology, as MR Cube is 

based upon the MapReduce framework which is 

implemented on parallel, distributed clusters. 

These clusters are mostly complicated to setup 

and defining the division of data and work 

among these clusters and managing the 

combining phase of the results of each cluster 

onto a final cluster where overall result will be 

generated is a complex and cumbersome intense 

process[14]. There may arise situations where we 

don't have enough resources to invest into the 

cube computation process, example use cases 

might include prototyping or low tier to mid- tier 

data warehouses at such situations Lowest First 

approach can be an efficient and easy to 

implement system [32]. Also a large part of MR 

Cube approach is the allocation of mappers to 

batch areas which need to be divided optimally 

and in case of lack of distributed systems the 

runtime boils down to suboptimal values [16]. 
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where X=c1 Now it is required to exploit an 

optimal injection between the domain set c2, c3  

 

 
FIGURE 2: Set Mapping for Inductive 

assumption 

 

The ways the given algorithm generate optimal 

injection by exploiting the following operations. 

So the resultant mapping for the example of data 

cube and particular path finding will look like is 

given figure 2, where the ordered difference set 

in increasing order of Z,W,Y based on their 

values 7,17,22 accordingly and the domain set is 

c2, c3 so the equation finally converts to 

Z *W + Z                                          (iv) 

It shows the optimized option from <X,Y,Z,W> 

to <X> is 

< X, Y, Z, W >=>< X, Z, W >=>< X, Z >=>< X 

>                                            (v) 

and the in between data cube are <X, Z, W> and 

<X, Z> which require least space and time to 

materialize with all other combinations. Now 

here is the validation by mathematical induction 

to show that algorithm finds an optimal path. 

Lemma 1 the optimal materialization of assumed 

generic data cube would be the minimum 

possible value of the following equation 

Proof 

c1c2c3:::cn + c1c2c3:::cn = 1 + ::: + c1c2 + c1                                          

(vi)  

Co-domain mapping is 

X1;X2;X3…………;Xm                 (vii) 

Suppose it is available in ascending order so 

X1X2X3X4………..Xm                  (viii) 

Base step exist if n=1 when n=1 the domain 

becomes c1 and the equation is converted to a 

single term having only c1 now as per given 

lemma it reflect the variable c1 to the start 

element of the sorted co-domain X1 which is the 

minimum possible value of the equation c1 as X1 

is the minimum value with all elements of set 

(vii), hence initial step is true. 

Inductive step. Foe n=k assume the lemma is not 

false for the condition n=k which then gives the 

equation  

c1c2c3:::ck + c1c2c3:::ck = 1 + ::: +c1c2 + c1                                     

(ix) 

will output in minimum possible value is as in 

figure 2 and the best value of equation for n=k 

becomes  

X1X2X3:::Xk + A1A2A3:::Xk = 1 + ::: + X1                                                  

(x) 

For n=k+1 Here it is required to present using 

Figure 3 that the numerical value of equation is  

 

 
FIGURE 3: Optimal Mapping of n =k+1 

 

minimum when the tracking/mapping is as 

shown in figure 3 and to prove this it divide the 

equation (10) into 2 divisions, second part of the 

equation is as it is as (x) which by inductive step 

for n=k is lowest. Now it is required to present 

that part 1 is minimum possible which is true as 

to take k+1 positive integers from a given set 

such that their multiple is minimum is only 

feasible when minimum k+1 terms are taken and 

this is exactly doing by selecting X1, X2, X3,. 

,Xk. 

c1c2c3:::ck + 1 + c1c2c3:::ck + ::: + c1c2 +c1                                               

(xi) 

Therefore for the condition n=k+1 the lemma 

proved to be right and (Figure. 4) is the effective 

reflection of items which proves lemma to be 

correct. Now algorithm is described in a two part 

with series of steps which may be implemented 
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in any king of programming language. 

 Proposed Algorithm 

Let us dry-run the above algorithm on a sample 

case, take a lattice of cuboids of a data cube 

having 3 dimensions named as Time, Market and 

Location here cardinality of Time is 4 (T1, T2, 

T3, T4), cardinality of Market is 2 (M1, M2) and 

cardinality of Location is 6 (L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, 

L6) and Sales is the measure which is 

quantitative. 

 

 
 

Here focus is to get the best available option of 

materializing cuboid <Q> begin from <T, M, L>. 

Now above defines procedure is used to generate 

the best option of path for the specified data 

cube, source and objective cube. It generate an 

array named 'sorted dimensions' by ordering the 

dimensions T, M, L based on the given values of 

all the dimensions in increasing order and the 

output is according to ordered dimensions = [T, 

M, L] as values of T=3, M=5 and L=7. 

For Example we are Querying < T, M, L > => 

<T>  

1: Given Cuboid = < T, M, L > 

2: Goal Cuboid = > <T> 

3: Verify that dimensions in target cuboid must 

be at lower level from the specifies cuboid. 

4: For generating difference Set it will firstly 

make a hash mapping of specified e dimensions 

and repeat upon goal data cube verify that this 

dimension available in the hash map or not and if 

not exist then insert it into differenceSet. So after 

making it differenceSet = [M, L]. 

5: Generate a hash map of differenceSet. 

6: loop over sortedattr generated while 

preprocessing and for every dimension in it verify 

that it is available in the hash map of differenceset 

if exist then insert it to a different array 

diffsetsorted. After this process, a named array 

diffsetsorted which contains the elements of 

differenceset is sorted in increasing order. 

diffsetsorted = [M,L]. 

The track now is begin from goal cuboid <Q> and 

to the in-between data cube having dimensions of 

goal cube and the starting dimension in 

diffsetsorted ie, M and then the next dimension 

and this is continue. So option obtained by 

algorithm <T> => <T,M> => < T, M, L > is the 

best available path to materialize data cube <T> 

starting from < T, M, L > Now let’s validate the 

result optimal path shows with darkline from < 

T, M, L > to <T> by comparing it will all other 

combinations. Other possible path for 

materializing cuboid 

<T> are: 

< T, M, L > => <T, L> => <T>, here cost is the 

total sum of materialization of in between 

cuboids ie, cost(<T, L>) it is the product of given 

values of dimensions available in the cuboid = 

3*7=21. 

< T, M, L > => <T,M> => <T>, cost = 3*5 =15 

calculated in the same way as for previous path 
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FIGURE 4: Three Dimensions T, M, L Lattice 

of cuboids having optimal highlighted path 

 

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

There are considerable cons using an empirical 

approach to estimate the performance of a given 

set of methods, methods are platform 

independent in the sense, method or a function 

can be executed in any programming language 

on an any computer running on an arbitrary 

operating system. The same is notified in the 

above theoretical and empirical evaluation. As 

par the practical evaluation is considered we 

implemented the experimental analysis of both 

algorithms on the above discussed Data Cube 

with 3 dimensions namely Q, R, B on a system 

with 8GB memory and 1.3GHz processing speed 

and Quad Cores locked to a single thread to 

mimic sequential environment. Data generated 

are average of three successful runs. There has 

been a 17% decrease in running time for the 

sample case taken when switching from MR- 

Cube to Lowest First, this decrease is because we 

have limited the environment to single thread 

while if it were multi-threaded or distributed 

system MR-Cube would have outperformed the 

lowest first approaches but due to the simplistic 

and single thread while if it were multi-threaded 

or distributed system MR-Cube would have 

outperformed the lowest first approaches but due 

to the simplistic and non-heuristic nature of the 

lowest first approach, it theoretically beats the 

other optimizers when raw time complexity 

comparisons are made. 

 

TABLE 1: Performance Statistics 

Source Target Time(ms) MR-Cube Time(ms)using lowest first 

T TM 7.62 6.35 

T TM 6.41 7.89 

T TML 28.30 23.45 

M TM 6.98 5.78 

M ML 5.92 6.40 

M TML 24.23 20.29 

L TL 18.42 8.98 

L ML 15.23 7.67 

L TML 29.62 30.45 

TM TML 19.38 15.43 

TM TML 22.19 18.56 

ML TML 19.80 16.98 

Total  204.10 168.23 

 

 

FIGURE 5: Comparison of time(ms) taken by MR-Cube & lowest first approach 
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CONCLUSION 

State of the art algorithms like MR-Cube in order 

to perform effectively require optimal allocation 

of mappers to each batch area which is dependent 

on proper division and creation of batch areas 

and later data aggregation becomes a 

cumbersome process if not done properly and 

more importantly these perform well only in 

distributed parallel environments but such 

distributed and parallel systems and fail to be 

effective in simple single threaded systems, 

hence the need for simpler and easy to implement 

algorithms for non- parallel single processing 

systems is fulfilled by the proposed algorithm. 

The preprocessing time complexity of the 

algorithm is O(nlogn) and query time complexity 

is O(n) which gives the best path of computing a 

cuboid starting from base cuboid representing 

data cube and for the preprocessing it may 

extended its use cases to bulk path finding 

queries over the prescribes data warehouse 

where q >> log(n): 

The limitation of the above study is that the 

proposed algorithm fails to exploit multi-

threaded environments, our next study would be 

to parallelize the effort in an efficient manner 

such that the time taken for finding optimal 

materialization path is close to T/n here n is the 

number of physical threads available in the 

system and T is the total time taken in a single 

threaded environment.  
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